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What’s On  

Wed 11 Aug – Javanese & Islamic New Year 

1 Suro, or Javanese New Year, is an important day in the Javanese calendar. Houses and yards 

are swept clean, clothes cleaned and everything else prepared to ensure that the coming year will 

be prosperous. It is also the time when many climb to the peak of Mount Lawu, which s very 

sacred to the Solonese people. And its a public holiday throughout Indonesi.  
 

Sun 15 Aug - The Forbidden Mountain 

To the south of Mount Lawu runs a mountain ridge with various peaks. The most prominent, 

Gunung Mongkrang, has become very popular, especially the nearest first small peak.  
 

Just to the south of Mongkrang lies 

another mysterious mountain – 

Jobolarangan. In Javanese, 

Jobolarang means “forbidden to visit” 

and it has been very difficult to get to. 

In 2017 an expedition from UNS 

university in Solo took 3 days to get 

to the summit via Mongkrang. It took 

them a whole day to travel the 1 

kilometer (as the crow flies) from 

Mongkrang to Jobolarangan. 
 

                    Gunung Jobolarangan – The Forbidden Mountain 
 

Now we have discovered a newly opened track to the peak via Wonomulyo in the east. The 

ascent apparently takes about 4 hours, so presumable coming down will add an additional 2.5 

hours. STUPID is organising an adventure tour of this magical mountain this coming Sunday 15 

August. We leave from Michael’s Monster House at 7.00am. 
 

Are you brave enough? Contact Michael 0815 4841 8500, michael@armadaorient.com 
   

Sun 15 Aug Austrian MotoGp 

Manir’s Family Kitchen is the place to be. 
 

Coming Up 
Tue 17 Aug Indonesian Independence Day 

Sun 29 Aug Belgian F1 Grand Prix 

Sun 29 Aug British MotoGp 

Sun 29 Aug  STUPID climb 
 

The News This Week   

The Animal Withg 1,000 Arses 

Australia is a country with some pretty unique animals, but none more so than an animal with 

one head, but many tails. 
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Ramisyllis multicaudata is 

a species of polychaete worm in 

the family Syllidae. It was found 

in Darwin Harbour, Australia, where it 

was living within the tissues of a sponge 

of the genus Petrosia. It was the second 

branching species of polychaete worm to 

have been discovered, the first having 

been Syllis ramosa, a deep water species, 

more than a century earlier.  
The multi-arse worm 

 

The worm was found living symbiotically inside both white and purple sponges of the 

genus Petrosia in Darwin Harbour, Australia, by Christopher Glasby, who works at the Museum 

and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory. The depth ranges from low tide level down to about 

20 m The worm was discovered in 2006 and first described in 2012, being given the 

name multicaudata from the Latin multus for "many", and caudata for "tailed". 
 

R. multicaudata is a branching worm that inhabits 

the interior of a sponge and except for the tips of 

its branches, is not visible to the naked eye. It is 

cylindrical, about 1mm in diameter and up to 

4 cm in length. The head is buried deep in the 

sponge and is difficult to locate. The worm 

branches repeatedly, forming a tree-like structure. 

The side branches occupy the channels in the 

sponge, and their tips sometimes emerge into the 

open water, making the sponge appear to have 

white, hairy tentacles. 
                                     The worm’s head 
 

Researchers are puzzled as to how this worm obtains enough nourishment; the head may be 

eating the sponge tissues, but the worm is not thought to be able to move around inside the 

sponge and it is difficult to envisage how it could obtain enough nourishment through its mouth 

to sustain its much-branched body. The gut is continuous throughout the branches, but has been 

found to contain very few of the sponge's spicules. One possible solution to this puzzle is that the 

worm may be surviving on dissolved organic carbon absorbed through its integument, as some 

other invertebrates, including polychaete worms, do.  
 

SEA Matters 
An Epic Trip 

Our friend and SEA member from Salatiga, Edo de Groot, describes a trip he made to West Java 

a few weeks ago.  
 

My travel experience so far this week. I went to Cipanas (in the mountains near  Bogor).The 

highway is no problem.The moment you get off there is police block and you must return Before 
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the block there are indonesian "entrepreneurs" offering you to lead you through the kampung 

avoiding block roads... you better hire them and yes we reached our hotel... 
 

Yesterday afternoon we left back to Solo, and decided to take overnight in Tegal - there we are 

now To reach our hotel was practically impossible This whole town is blocked in many streets,  

until we "hired" a local motordriver again to go in front and guide us to the hotel. All kinds of 

weird streets but we arrived and enjoyed a good night sleep. Now we must go out of town - .we 

will hire a motor grab to guide us out again We hope to reach solo this afternoon 
 

So: the lesson....pay the new "entrepreneurs" 50 or 100 , and better for them then for police  The 

guys who guide you are very nice and grateful WHAT A WORLD WE LIVE IN TODAY. 
 

Rewards For Getting This Far  

  
 

Quote: “The cave you fear to enter holds the treasure you seek.” – American proferssor of 

literature Joseph Campbell (1904-1987) 
 

Thought for the week: I’d give a thoiusand bucks to be one of those millionaires. 

 
Joseph Campbell 
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Contact:  Michael or Wouter                                                                        
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